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Home Workstation Checklist 
Use this checklist when setting a workstation at home to ensure your safety  
 

Your chair 

 If possible choose an ergonomic chair rated for the amount of hours matched to 

the hours you spend sitting in your work day  

 Ensure your chair in good condition - can you adjust the back height & angle, 

height of overall chair and seat angle etc.? 

 Can your chair move freely in your workspace – remove any clutter on the floor 

and if on wheels; is the floor surface allowing for movement? (if not - consider 

purchasing a chair mat) 

Sit in your chair comfortably: 

 Does your chair allow you to sit close enough to the desk to be comfortable? 

 Ideally your back, hips and upper legs should be at a right angle and your upper 

legs, knees and lower legs should be at a right angle as pictured  

 The height of your chair together with the height of your desk should allow for 

that, but if your feet don’t rest flat on the floor, consider purchasing a footrest 

and/or adjusting the height of your desk 
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Your keyboard 

 Your keyboard should sit far enough into your desk to allow room for your 

forearms to rest comfortably on the desk, but not too far away that you need to 

move your body to reach it 

 When typing your wrists should be soft and flat/straight as possible, if your wrist 

slopes too far downward you can consider using a keyboard wrist rest, but be 

careful this doesn’t result in your wrist resting too far upward  

 Ideally, your upper arms, elbows and lower arms should be a right angles  
 

 
Your monitor  

 Your monitor should sit squarely in front of you, not off to one side 

 Sitting comfortably in your chair, reach out your arm straight in front of you – your 

monitor should an arm’s length away from you – move your monitor further back 

if too close 

 Looking directly at your monitor without tiling your head, you should be looking 

within the top ½ of your screen as pictured below – adjust the angle and/or height 

of your monitor to achieve this (consider using a riser if you need to sit your 

monitor on something to achieve desired height)  

 If using a laptop consider purchasing a stand that allows you to position your 

laptop so your monitor is at the correct height and attach a separate keyboard 

and mouse to use in the same position as traditional computer 

 Is there too much glare on your screen – if unavoidable, consider using visor to 

reduce glare 
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Your telephone  

• Your telephone should be on the opposite side to the hand you use the 
mouse with 

• If possible use a headset, especially if calls are frequent  

• Position your phone in easy reach to avoid unnecessary stretching  
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